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receives careful attention and written arithmetic is good.
Oral arithmetic shows improvement. Grammar is taught
with considerable success; so the highest grant of efficiency is
recommended. . , ." The Inspector's Report for Leopold House
was equally flattering: "This School is in a high state of
efficiency as a whole." Its progress he pronounced, "most
creditable to the Staff". The exercises in singing by note
were "most satisfactorily performed", while the school
was "in admirable order". Of the Village Home School, the
Inspector reported that, "This large school is, as usual, very
ably organized and thoroughly well-disciplined." But, in
spite of the 1887 extensions, the Report stated that "the
number of children at present on the books is too large for
the existing premises, and unless the recent increase is met
by an extension of space, this school will be seriously over-
crowded in the coming year". Special praise was bestowed
upon "the good discipline of the Infants' Glass", and the
"general correctness of the children in answering questions",
while "the effective character of the object-teaching and the
care taken with physical exercises" were pronounced "very
creditable".
These are representative Reports of Government
Inspectors. But Barnardo's system did not limit itself to
subjects prescribed by the Government curriculum, and its
finest attainments were along lines which drew no Educa-
tional Grant. The Bible knowledge, for instance, acquired
by the average Barnardo child, put to shame the average
Board School; while the same was true in the sphere of
music, craftsmanship and physical drill. From an early date,
Barnardo's exhibited a genius for instructing children in
band music and choral singing, and hundreds of their
proteges became bandmasters or choir-leaders in the com-
munities wherein they established themselves; while again
every Barnardo lad and lass was instructed in some craft
and was taught to enjoy the exhilaration of physical drill
and organized sport. Hence, the fact that Barnardo Schools

